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Abstract. Mechanical characteristics of zinc-blende CdxZn1–xSyTe1–y alloys and their cationic (Cd) and anionic
(S) composition dependence (0.0 B x, y B 1.0) have been computed with density functional theory. Elastic stiffness
constants and hardness of specimens increase nonlinearly with enhancement in sulphur concentration at any cadmium
concentration, whereas each of them has been decreased with increase in cadmium concentration at each fixed sulphur
concentration. Each compound is mechanically and dynamically stable, elastically anisotropic, ductile, fairly compressible and plastic in nature. Again, leading role of covalent over ionic and bending over stretching in chemical bonds,
central nature of interatomic forces are calculated in case of each specimen. Computed Debye temperature predicts that
ZnS is the hardest and CdTe is the softest compared to the other specimens. Calculations of Gruneisen parameters predict
that interatomic interactions in each compound show anharmonicity. Thermal conductivity and melting temperature of
each compound have also been calculated.
Keywords. CdxZn1–xSyTe1–y alloys; density functional study; PBE–GGA functional; mechanical features; sulphur and
cadmium composition dependence.

1.

Introduction

In materials science and engineering, simultaneous regulation of concentrations of two elements through doping in
quaternary alloys is established to be advantageous over
ternary alloys, where regulation of concentration of only
one element is possible. It has established the designing of
quaternary alloys as a superior method for tuning various
properties with enhanced precision than the ternary alloys
for broadening the range of specific applications.
It is well known that doping of Cd atom(s) in ZnS and
ZnTe crystals constitute cationic ternary CdxZn1-xS and
CdxZn1-xTe alloys, S atom(s) in CdTe and ZnTe crystals
constitute anionic ternary CdSyTe1-y, ZnSyTe1-y alloys and
S atom(s) in CdxZn1-xTe ternary crystal constitute
CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y quaternary alloys. Therefore, all these
binary, ternary and quaternary compounds are the members
of CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y family. The present article contains
mechanical properties for all the previously mentioned
members of CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y family in order to get an idea
about their direct/indirect linkage with several fundamental

properties. It is to be noted that the calculated mechanical
properties of almost all the previously mentioned ternary as
well as any of the quaternary alloys have never been
reported earlier.
A large number of optoelectronic devices have been
fabricated with group IIB–VIA diatomic wide-direct-bandgap (C–C) cadmium sulphide (CdS), cadmium telluride
(CdTe), zinc sulphide (ZnS) and zinc telluride (ZnTe),
which are crystallized in zinc-blende (B3) structure under
ambient situations [1–13]. The lattice constants and elastic
properties of these zinc-blende diatomic chalcogenides have
been investigated experimentally [14–25]. Moreover, several first-principle calculations have been carried out in
order to calculate lattice constants [26–29] as well as
mechanical properties [30–46] of these zinc-blende diatomic compounds.
No experimental investigations has been performed
regarding mechanical properties of CdSyTe1-y and
ZnSyTe1-y anionic ternary alloys, CdxZn1-xS and
CdxZn1-xTe cationic ternary alloys and CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y
quaternary alloys. Only a couple of first-principle
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calculations have been carried out on few elastic features of
CdxZn1-xTe ternary alloys [47,48]. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate accurately the elastic properties of the
remaining CdSyTe1-y, ZnSyTe1-y and CdxZn1-xS ternary as
well as CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y quaternary alloys to fulfil their
requirements in different technological applications.
In this article, we have presented for the first time
the computed elastic properties of the zinc-blende
CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y quaternary alloys and their intermediate CdSyTe1-y, ZnSyTe1-y and CdxZn1-xS ternary
compounds (0.0 B x, y B 1.0) in an elaborate manner.
Moreover, elastic properties of the another set of
intermediate ternary compounds under CdxZn1-xTe
system and the basic constituent binaries CdS, ZnS,
CdTe and ZnTe have also been calculated and presented in this article. Considering the complete range
of composition of cadmium (cationic composition)
x and that of sulphur (anionic composition) y (0.0 B x,
y B 1.0) as well as segregating the entire rectangular
quaternary CdxZn1-xSyTe1-y system in two binaryternary and three ternary–quaternary sub-systems, the
composition dependence of calculated mechanical
properties have been studied.

2.

Method of calculations

Our computations have been executed with the WIEN2K
code [49], a realization of density functional theory (DFT)
[50,51] based FP-LAPW method [52] in practice. We have
used the cubic2-elastic code [53], worked in collaboration
with WIEN2K, to compute the elastic properties of each
cubic crystal. The required exchange-correlation (XC)
potentials have been computed with the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof generalized gradiant approximation (PBE–GGA)
scheme [54]. The XCrySDen [55] graphic code has been
utilized for visualization purpose.
The FP-LAPW method is based on the muffin-tin
structure, where muffin-tin spheres, subject to fulfillment
of non-overlapping criteria, include atoms. In order to
expand the Kohn–Sham wavefunctions, spherical harmonics are used with maximum angular momentum lmax
= 10. In contrary, same has been performed in the
regions between muffin-tin spheres with plane wave
basis with largest K-vector Kmax ¼ 8:0=RMT and Fourier
expansion parameter Gmax ¼ 16Ry1=2 . Both the nonoverlapping criteria and non-leakage of core charge
criteria have been fulfilled by selecting minimum muffin-tin spheres radii (RMT) enclosing cadmium, zinc,
sulphur and tellurium atoms as 2.5, 2.4, 2.2 and 2.5 a.u.,
respectively. Integrations over the first Brillouin zone
have been performed with 1500 k-points. To attain total
energy convergence through self-consistent-field (SCF)
method, an energy 10–5 Ry is incorporated as the
threshold.
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Results and discussions
Lattice constant

For simulated unit cell of any specimen under consideration, SCF calculations with respect to cell parameters and
atomic positions have been carried out in order to calculate
its minimum energy. In the subsequent stage, lattice constant (a0 ) of a cubic crystal is evaluated by fitting the
parabolic total energy vs. volume curve with equation of
state of Murnaghan [56]. In table 1, the calculated a0 for
each cubic unit cell has been presented. Comparison of
calculated a0 for ternary and quaternary specimens are not
possible as a result of absence of any corresponding
experimentally observed or previously calculated data in
literature. In contrary, computed a0 for binary compound
fairly agree with corresponding experimental lattice constant of ZnS, ZnTe, CdS and CdTe [23] as well as some
previously calculated data for ZnS, ZnTe [26,27,33,35,36],
CdS and CdTe [26,29,39]. Nonlinear decrease in computed
a0 with growing concentration of sulphur (y) at any concentration of cadmium (x) is shown in figure 1a. In contrary,
figure 1a also shows that calculated a0 enhances with the
growth of x at any fixed y.

3.2

Elastic features

3.2a Elastic constants, mechanical and dynamical
stabilities. Reduction in amount of symmetries in a
crystal demands larger number of deformations and it
results in an increase in number of independent elastic
constants [57]. Any zinc-blend crystal involves only three
non-zero independent elastic stiffness constants C11 , C12
and C44 due to high symmetry [58]. In any cubic crystal,
first one is linked to longitudinal deformation, while the
remaining two are linked to shearing deformation.
Calculations of C11 , C12 and C44 for each specimen have
been reported in table 1. Nonlinear increase in calculated
C11 , C12 and C44 with increase in composition of sulphur (y)
at any composition of cadmium (x) have been shown in
figure 1b–d, respectively, where decrease in calculated C11 ,
C12 and C44 with increase in x at any value of y have also
been observed.
Any experimentally measured C11 , C12 and C44 for CdS
as well as experimental and previous theoretical elastic
constants for the considered ternary and quaternary alloys
are unavailable. In contrast, our calculated elastic constants
for binary compounds show excellent agreement with
respective experimental data for CdTe [14,15,25], ZnS and
ZnTe [15] and some of their previously calculated data,
reported in table 1. Again, the trend C11[C12[C44 for each
of the specimens, observed in table 1, have been authenticated with the previously mentioned experimental or previous theoretical studies in the case of binary compounds
only.
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Experimental data: a*Ref. [23], b*Ref. [15], c*Ref. [16], d*Ref. [14], e*Ref. [25], f*Ref. [24].
Previous theoretical data: aRef. [27], bRef. [33], cRef. [35], dRef. [36], eRef. [26], fRef. [39], gRef. [37], hRef. [40], iRef. [41], jRef. [42], kRef. [45], lRef. [43], mRef. [38], nRef. [46], oRef. [44], pRef. [29].
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Figure 1. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) a0 , (b) C11, (c) C12 and (d) C44.

Figure 2. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) GV, (b) GR, (c) GAH and (d) GG
H.

In table 1, fulfillment of Born’s constraints
C11  C12 [ 0; C11 þ 2C12 [ 0; C11 [ 0; C44 [ 0 imply
mechanical stability [59] and positive sign of calculated
shear constant C = ¼ ðC11  C12 Þ=2 imply dynamical stability [53] of each cubic binary, ternary and quaternary
specimen. Calculated C = for only CdTe is marginally larger
than respective experimental data [24], while it agrees
excellently well with a previously calculated data [44]. On
the other hand, we have observed substantial overestimation
of our calculated C = for CdS with respect to the corresponding earlier calculated one [44].

shear modulus GU and GL , known as Hashin–Shtrikman
shear modulus, has expressed the intermediate conditions as
per new proposal [64].
In supplementary table ST1, we have presented the calculated GV , GR , GAH , GG
H , GU , GL and GHS . We have
observed insubstantial difference between GAH and GG
H as
well as GU and GL in case of each of the specimens. From
figure 2a–d, we have observed that each of the calculated
GV , GR , GAH and GG
H , respectively, increases with increase in
composition of sulphur (y) at any composition of cadmium
(x), while the same has been observed for each of the calculated GL , GU and GHS from figure 3a–c, respectively. We
have also observed decrease in GV , GR , GAH and GG
H in
figure 2a–d, respectively, and GL , GU and GHS in figure 3a–
c, respectively, with increase in x at each fixed y. Calculated
GV , GR , GG
H , GU , GL and GHS cannot be compared as a
result of lacking of experimentally investigated or earlier
calculated data in any published articles. In contrary,
computed GAH for both CdS and CdTe are larger by fair
amount compared to the experimental data for CdS [25] and
CdTe [21] as well as some of their corresponding previous
theoretical data [31,37,39,41].
The bulk modulus (B0 ) of a solid, reciprocal to its compressibility, is the measure of stiffness under uniform
compression over its surface, while Young’s modulus (Y)

3.2b Elastic modulus and associated parameters. Shear
modulus of a solid is the resistance of a material to shearing
deformation. Its upper and lower boundary of effective
shear modulus has been indicated with Voigt shear modulus
(GV ) [60] and Reuss shear modulus (GR ) [61], respectively.
They have been expressed with C11 , C12 and C44 of a cubic
specimen [53]. Hill’s shear modulus (GH ) [62] expresses the
intermediate conditions for a cubic crystal through either
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GV GR [63].
GAH ¼ ðGV þ GR Þ=2 or GG
H ¼
Hashin and Shtrikman [64] have proposed alternative
expressions for calculating the upper bound (GU ) and lower
bound (GL ) of shear modulus in terms of C11 , C12 and C44 of
a cubic specimen. The average GHS ¼ ðGU þ GL Þ=2 of
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Figure 3. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) GL , (b) GU and (c) GHS .

measures its stiffness under uniaxial deformation.
Enhancement in B0 and Y correspond to improvement in
hardness of a solid. The B0 for a cubic lattice can be
computed in terms of its C11 and C12 , whereas Y can be
computed in terms of its B0 and GAH [53].
The Vicker’s hardness (HV ) has also been used to calculate the hardness of a solid, which can again be expressed
with two different empirical relationships in terms of its
Hill’s shear modulus (GAH ). The proposed empirical relation
of
Teter
[65]
has
been
expressed
as
T
A
C
HV ¼ 0:1769GH  2:899, while another relation HV ¼
0:151GAH has been proposed by Chen and co-workers [66].
In supplementary table ST2, the calculated B0 , Y, HVT and
C
HV for each specimen have been presented. The mechanical
stability of each compound is once again ensured and
subject to fulfillment of the condition C12 \B0 \C11 .
Experimentally investigated Y and both experimentally
investigated as well as earlier calculated HVT and HVC for any
specimen is unavailable. Computed B0 in case of ZnS,
ZnTe, CdS and CdTe fairly agree with corresponding
experimental [23] and some of the previously calculated
[27–29,31,37,39] data. Computed Y in case of CdS and
CdTe are showing fair closeness to the earlier theoretical Y
for CdS [40] and CdTe [37]. From figure 4a–d, we have

40
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Figure 4. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) B0 , (b) Y, (c) HVT and (d) HVC .

observed that each of the calculated B0 , Y, HVT and HVC ,
respectively, nonlinearly enhances with growing concentration of sulphur (y) at any concentration of cadmium (x).
Decrease in each of the calculated B0 , Y, HVT and HVC with
increasing x at each fixed y is also observed from figure
4a–d, respectively. According to calculations of B0 , Y, HVT
and HVC , the ZnS and CdTe show maximum and minimum
hardness, respectively.
In case of any material, the B0 =C44 is the indicator of its
plasticity [67]. Calculated B0 =C44 for each specimen under
consideration has been presented in supplementary
table ST2. For all the specimens, calculated B0 =C44[1.5
indicates their fair plasticity. Experimentally investigated or
earlier calculated B0 =C44 in case the specimens are
unavailable. For any material, ductility or brittleness are
generally scrutinized with its calculated Pugh’s ratio B0 =GAH
[68] as well as Cauchy’s pressure C== ¼ C12  C44 [67].
The B0 =GAH [1.75 and positive C == stand for ductility, while
B0 =GAH\1.75 and negative C == stand for brittleness of a
material. Clearly, ductile nature of all the specimens have
been confirmed with calculated B0 =GAH[2.0 and positive
C == , presented in supplementary table ST2. Available
experimental B0 =GAH for only CdTe [14] as well as
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Figure 5. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) B0 =C44 and (b) B0 =GAH .

previously calculated data for both CdS [39] and CdTe
[37,39] are fairly higher than our respective calculated data.
From figure 5a and b, we have observed that each of the
calculated B0 =C44 and B0 =GAH , respectively, enhances
nonlinearly with growing composition of sulphur (y) at any
composition of cadmium (x) as well as with increasing x at
each fixed y. The correlation between C == and B0 =GAH of all
the compounds, presented in figure 6, clearly indicates the
existence of each of the concerned specimens within ductile
regime.
The Poisson’s ratio r (1  r  0:5) indicates manifold
features of a material. For any material, affinity towards
total incompressibility is indicated with r?0.5, central
nature of bonding force with 0.25\r\0.50, better plasticity
with r ?0.5, poor plasticity with r? –1.0, brittleness with
r\0:26 and ductility with r [ 0:26 [69]. The r of any
material can be expressed with B0 and GAH [53].
Kleinman parameter n (0  n  1) [70] indicates of relative locations of sublattices of anions and cations inside a
crystal under strain distortions at conserved volume. The n
= 0 stands for minimum bond bending, while n = 1 indicates
minimum bond stretching. Kleinman parameter (n) in case
of a zinc-blende lattice can be computed with its C11 and
C12 [53].

Figure 6. Correlation between Cauchy pressure C// and Pugh’s
ratio B0 =GAH for ductility.

For each specimen, computed r and n are reported in
supplementary table ST3. Computed r for all the compounds, ranging between 0.29 and 0.34, shows their considerable compressibility, ductility, plasticity and central
nature of interatomic bonding force. On the other hand,
calculated n for all the specimens in the range 0.67–0.77
convey considerably governing bending over stretching in
chemical bonds. Figure 7a and b displays nonlinear increase
in calculated r and n, respectively, with enhancing composition of sulphur (y) at any composition of cadmium (x)
as well as with increasing x at each fixed y. In case of any
specimen under consideration, experimental r and n is
unavailable to compare our calculated data. In contrary,
calculated r in case of CdS and CdTe show fairly closeness
to the corresponding earlier calculated r [37,39,40], while
their computed n are underestimated by a small amount
with respect to the corresponding earlier calculated n [39].
3.2c Isotropic/anisotropic characters of specimens. The
probability of variation of nature of bonding in different
directions and hence the probability of occurrence of
microscopic cracks in a crystal can be examined by
estimating its elastic anisotropy, generally in terms of
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Figure 7. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) r and (b) f.

Zener anisotropy (Az ). For any cubic crystal, Az has been
expressed with C11 , C12 and C44 [53]. Chung and Buessem
proposed a relation in terms of GV and GR to compute
percentage of elastic anisotropy (AG ) in a crystal [71].
Moreover, computation of anisotropy in elastic wave
velocity (Ae ) is considered to be an alternative way of
investigating elastic anisotropy in a cubic crystal [72]. The
Az , AG and Ae can be expressed as
Az ¼

2C44
C11  C12

ð1Þ

AG ¼

GV  GR
GV þ GR

ð2Þ

Ae ¼

2C44 þ C12
1
C11

ð3Þ

The elastic isotropy is indicated with Az = 1. On the other
hand, Az [ 1 and Az \1 are the signatures of elastically
anisotropic nature with highest stiffness in the direction of
h111i diagonal and in the direction of h100i axis of the
cube, respectively [53]. In any crystal, AG ¼ 0 and AG = 1
stand for 100% isotropy and anisotropy, respectively.

Figure 8. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) Az , (b) AG and (c) Ae .

Clearly, Ae = 0 and Ae = 0 are the signatures of elastic
isotropy and anisotropy, respectively.
Computed Az , AG and Ae for the specimens have been
presented in supplementary table ST3. Elastic anisotropy for
all the specimens along with highest rigidity along h111i
diagonal of the cube is indicated with computed Az in the
range 1.90–2.54. Moreover, elastically anisotropic nature of all
the specimens are indicated again with their calculated AG and
Ae in the ranges 0.049–0.100 and 0.773–0.907, respectively.
From figure 8a–c, we have observed that each of the calculated Az , AG and Ae , respectively, enhances nonlinearly with
growing composition of sulphur (y) at any composition of
cadmium (x). Figure 8a–c also convey that each of the calculated
Az , AG and Ae , respectively, reduces with increasing x at each
fixed y. For any specimen, there is no reported experimental Az
as well as experimental or earlier calculated AG and Ae , while
computed Az in case of each of the CdS and CdTe is found to be
in between two earlier calculated Az [39,40].
Elastic isotropy/anisotropy in a crystal is also investigated from calculations of its Lame’s constants k and l. The
elastic isotropy in a cubic crystal is observed subject to the
fulfilment of the constraints k ¼ C12 , and l ¼ C= =C44 [53].
Each of the Lame’s constants of a crystal is expressible in
terms of its Y and r [53].
Supplementary table ST3 contains computed k and l of
all the specimens. Elastic anisotropy in each of the cubic
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specimens is again confirmed through the observed violation of the previously mentioned constraints of isotropy. For
any specimen, experimentally investigated or earlier calculated Lame’s constants are unavailable in order to verify
our computed data.
3.2d Ionicity, covalency and bonding characteristics. In
any zinc-blende crystal, Potter [73] has proposed that the
elastic constant ratio C11 =C12 = 1.0, C11 =C12 = 2.0 and 1.0
\ C11 =C12 \ 2.0 signify perfectly ionic, perfectly covalent
and mixture of both, respectively. The following relation
between C11 =C12 and ionic charge Z=Z0 was again proposed
by Potter [73]


2
Z
1
C11
¼
 2:65
Z0
1:65 C12

ð4Þ

Clearly, Z=Z0 increases as C11 =C12 decreases and vice
versa. It means that ionic charge equals to unity is indicating completely ionic, while its value 0.155 is indicating
completely covalent and any intermediate value is indicating mixture of both types in any crystal.
Supplementary table ST4 contains computed C11 =C12
and Z=Z0 for each zinc-blende compound under consideration. Since computed C11 =C12 and Z=Z0 are in the range
1.503–1.780 and 0.278–0.484, respectively, mixed type of
1.80

(a)

1.70

fi ¼ 1  a2C

0.66

(a)

x = 0.0
x = 0.25
x = 0.50
x = 0.75
x = 1.0

0.64
0.62

1.65

0.60

1.60

0.58

1.55

0.56

1.50

0.54

1.45

0.52

(b)

(b)

0.48

0.70

0.44

0.68

0.40

0.66

fi

Z / Z0

ð6Þ

In supplementary table ST4, computed aC and fi for each
zinc-blende specimen have been presented. From figure 10a
and b, we have observed that computed aC reduces, but fi
enhances nonlinearly, respectively, with growing composition of sulphur (y) at any composition of cadmium (x) as
well as with increasing x at each fixed y. Experimentally
investigated or previously calculated aC for any specimen is

Dc

C11 / C12

bonding with leading role of covalent exists in each crystal.
From figure 9a and b, we have observed that computed
C11 =C12 reduces, while computed Z=Z0 enhances nonlinearly, respectively, with growing composition of sulphur (y)
at any composition of cadmium (x) as well as with
increasing x at each fixed y. For comparison, we do not get
any experimentally investigated or earlier calculated
C11 =C12 and Z=Z0 for any compound.
Based on bond-orbital model, covalency aC and Philip
ionicity fi of a zinc-blende crystal is calculated through ratio
of elastic stiffness constants C11 =C12 and aC , respectively,
in the following way [74]
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ðC11  C12 Þ
ð5Þ
ac ¼
C11 þ 2C12

x = 0.0
x = 0.25
x = 0.50
x = 0.75
x = 1.0

1.75

(2021) 44:97
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Figure 9. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) C11 =C12 and (b) Z=Z0 .
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Figure 10. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) ac and (b) fi .
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Figure 11. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) vl , (b) vt and (c) vm .

Figure 12. Sulphur composition (y) dependence curves for
computed (a) hD , (b) xD and (c) ca .

not available. In contrary, computed fi for CdS and CdTe
have been observed to be fairly close to the corresponding
experimentally measured fi [20].

transportation, is expressible in terms of its Debye temperature (hD ) [76]. Supplementary table ST5 includes
computed hD and xD in case of all the specimens. From
figure 12a and b, we have observed that each of the computed hD and xD , respectively, enhances nonlinearly with
growing composition of sulphur (y) at any composition of
cadmium (x), while each of them is observed to be reduced
with increasing x at any fixed y.
Experimentally investigated hD and xD for the specimens
are unavailable. Computed hD for each of the CdS and CdTe is
highly overestimated with respect to corresponding previously
calculated hD [39]. Better stiffness due to stronger interatomic
force in a solid is indicated with its larger value of Debye
temperature hD and vice versa, [77] and it indicated that ZnS
and CdTe show most and least stiffness, respectively, compared to the other considered compounds.
The Grüneisen parameter (ca ) in case of a sloid, the
signature of anharmonicity in inter-atomic interactions in
the solid, is expressible in terms of its vl and vt in the
following way [78]

3.2e Acoustic velocities, Debye temperature, Debye
frequency and Grüneisen parameter. Distinction of
classical and quantum characters of phonons in a solid is
achieved through Debye temperature (hD) [57]. A solid
exposes its quantum mechanical nature at any temperature
below hD. The acoustical vibrations are solely considered as
the origin of vibrational excitations at T\hD. Therefore, hD
of a solid is calculated in terms of mean acoustic velocity
(vm ) [75]. The vm for a solid is calculated from its
longitudinal (vl ) and transverse (vt ) acoustic velocities
[75]. The vl for a solid is connected to its GAH and B0 , while
as vt to its GAH and material density q [72].
Supplementary table ST4 includes computed vl , vt and vm
for all the specimens. From figure 11a–c, we have observed
that each of the computed vl , vt and vm , respectively, enhances
nonlinearly with growing composition of sulphur (y) at any
composition of cadmium (x), while each of them is observed
to be decreased with increasing x at each fixed y. Any
experimental or previous theoretical acoustic velocities vl , vt
and vm for any specimen are unavailable for comparison.
Debye frequency (xD ) of a solid, the frequency of
maximum atomic vibrations in a solid during thermal

ca ¼

9ðVl2  43Vt2 Þ
2ðVl2 þ 2Vt2 Þ

ð7Þ

Supplementary table ST5, containing computed ca of all
the considered cubic compounds, is indicates anharmonic
nature of atom–atom interactions in each crystal. From
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figure 12c, we have observed that computed ca enhances
nonlinearly with growing composition of sulphur (y) at any
composition of cadmium (x) as well as with increasing x at
any fixed y. The calculated ca for any specimen cannot be
compared as a result of deficiency of their experimental or
earlier theoretical ca .
3.2f Thermal
conductivity
and
melting
point
of the specimens. By measuring thermal conductivity of
a solid, we can acquire a clear idea about its capacity of
conducting heat. It is a vital parameter in thermal blockade
coating related applications [79,80]. The empirical
equation, proposed by Liu and co-workers [81] to
compute minimum thermal conductivity (Kmin) of solid is

 2
M 3
ð8Þ
Kmin ¼ kB vm
nqNa
The empirical equation, projected by Fine and co-workers [82], to compute melting temperature (Tm ) for a cubic
crystal is
Tm ¼ ½553 þ ð5:91=GPaÞC11 

ð9Þ

Calculated Kmin and Tm of each specimen have been
reported in supplementary table ST5. Figure 13a and b have
displayed nonlinear increase in calculated Kmin and Tm ,

1.6
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-1
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1.4
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x = 0.50
x = 0.75
x = 1.0

(a)

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

(b)

1140

Tm (K)

1080
1020

(2021) 44:97

respectively, with growing composition of sulphur (y) at any
fixed composition of cadmium (x), while calculated Kmin and
Tm have been observed to be decreased with increasing x at
each fixed y. The calculated Kmin and Tm for any specimen
cannot be verified due to lack of their experimental or previously calculated Kmin and Tm in literature.

4.

Conclusion

Elastic properties of cubic specimens under CdxZn1–xSyTe1–y
quaternary system have been investigated through firstprinciple calculations. Elastic stiffness constants have shown
nonlinear increasing trend with increasing composition of
sulphur at any fixed composition of cadmium, while reverse
trends are investigated with increasing composition of cadmium at each fixed composition of sulphur in two binary–
ternary and three ternary–quaternary systems. Computed
elastic stiffness constants have confirmed mechanical stabilities, while calculated shear constants confirm dynamical
stabilities of the specimens. Computed bulk, Young’s and
Shear moduli as well as Vicker’s empirical relations, indicating hardness of specimens, are enhanced nonlinearly with
enhancing composition of sulphur at any fixed composition of
cadmium, while reverse are observed with enhancing composition of cadmium at each fixed composition of sulphur in
two binary–ternary and three ternary–quaternary systems.
Elastically anisotropic character of each specimen is confirmed from computed Zener anisotropy and Lame’s constants. Leading role of bending over stretching in chemical
bonds of each specimen is confirmed from calculated
Kleinmann parameter. Computed Poisson’s ratio, Pugh’s
ratio and Cauchy pressure confirm ductile nature of each
specimen. Fair plasticity in each specimen is confirmed from
computed Poisson’s ratio and B0 =C44 . Blending of covalent
and ionic bonding with leading role of covalent in each
specimen is confirmed from computed C11 =C12 , Z=Z0 , aC and
fi . Maximum stiffness in ZnS and minimum in CdTe compared to other considered specimens are confirmed from
computed Debye temperature. Computed Gruneisen parameter indicates anharmonic nature of atom–atom interactions
in each specimen. Computed thermal conductivities and
melting temperatures for all the specimens indicate that the
considered specimens would be suitable in diverse thermal
blockade coatings and thermal management system related
applications.
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